






















Commentary for Rules and Regulations Draft 

 

1. Expanded and renamed the “Generally” section from the original document.  This section 
expands explanation of how UGlen’s Rules and Regulations complement state laws, regulations, 
etc.  Also includes minor wordsmithing provided by the Site Authority. 

2. Not used.    
3. Not used.    
4. This section was added after the annual budget was expanded to include a small amount for 

mediation costs.  The Site Authority added some wording to clarify how mediation might be 
used. 

5.  Clarifying text was added by Site Authority 
6. Changed from “unsightly” to “inoperable” vehicle.  Unsightly was thought to be too vague. 
7. Site Authority suggested removing previous reference to parking in “designated areas”, since 

they do not exist.  
8. Rephrased sentence to make it more simple.  Site Authority removed sentence stating they had 

no facility for disposal of fluids. 
9. Not used.   
10. Rephrased existing Rule, and need to correct typo.  Left essentially unchanged except for 

removal of phrasing that said “barbeques, plants and patio furniture are acceptable items” since 
this is covered elsewhere. 

11. Not used.   
12. Added this text to provide quiet hours.  Parents on the Committee wanted to help ensure 

children had reasonable time frame for sleeping.  Committee debated 9PM vs. 10 PM and 
decided 10PM was appropriate.  The 45dba limit was selected because it follows the City of 
Camarillo’s noise standard.  KWMF noted dba and db are different metrics and that dba should 
be used.  The Site Authority added text clarifying that Penal Code 415 would be enforced by 
campus police. 

13. Not used.   
14. It was noted there were complaints some residents have placed small commercial dumpsters in 

driveways for frequent, lengthy periods, so rule was expanded to limit their use to 30 days.  To 
provide flexibility extended periods require additional approval.   

15. It was noted smokers and fire pits are used by many residents, so they were added.  Because of 
the high fire risk area of the community text was expanded to specifically mention state laws 
and ordinances.  It was recently disclosed that Ventura County Fire was given jurisdiction over 
state land so this rue should be further changed to including county ordinances 

16.  Rule is unchanged except that the Site Authority requested removal of final sentence which 
read “Driveways, sidewalks, stairwells, etc. must be accessible at all times” because it was not 
related to loitering and did not apply to single family and townhomes. 

17. This is a new rule.  Smoking restrictions that were announced in an Executive Order by CSU 
Trustees several years ago.  The Site Authority added text to this Rule to clarify the Executive 
Order. 

18. This is a new rule.  There have been complaints of stationary objects being placed in roadways 
by individual residents which affect traffic flow.  Discussion with Chief Morris indicates State 



Vehicle Code also prohibits this behavior.  It was also noted in the Committee that on some 
occasions residents use traffic cones to protect street parking spaces in front of their homes.  
Chief Morris was not sure Vehicle Code prohibited this behavior. 

19.  This is a significant modification to an existing UGlen Rule. Because State Vehicle Code covers 
use of vehicles and personal transportation devices on streets alleys and sidewalks, the existing 
UGlen rule was condensed to simply reference those State Codes. These Codes also change from 
time to time so this simplification also helps ensure UGlen Rule do not conflict.   

20. This is an addition to UGlen Rules.  Motorized devices such as eScooters and eBikes are being 
used on UGlen sidewalks.  State Vehicle Code does not provide a specific speed limit for 
sidewalks, so 5 MPH was selected because it is considered walking speed.  This addition does 
not preclude use of motorized devices on sidewalks, just helps ensure they are used safely. 

21.  This is an addition to UGlen Rules.  Because of safety concerns about acrobatic use of bicycles, 
eScooters, skateboards, etc., and because of complaints about excessive skateboard wheel  
noise, this rule was added.  The rule was taken from what is in place at CSUCI. 

22. This is an addition to UGlen Rules. Based upon complaints/concerns about recreational balls 
hitting parked cars, garage doors and home exteriors, this rule was drafted.  The rule also would 
apply to drones, although no complaints are known to have been made for this device.  The rule 
does not preclude use of balls, etc., just requires it be done in a safe manner.   The new rule 
includes a reference to placement of recreational/athletic equipment which is in the main body 
of the Ground Sublease.   

23. This is an addition to UGlen Rules.  This was added to allow residents to hold block parties/ 
events in roadways/alleys.  The permit process will ensure campus police are notified and that 
affected residents have an opportunity to voice any concerns.  The Site Authority requested the 
reference to driveway,sidewalk, stairwell access and emergency vehicle access be added to 
what the Committee had drafted.    

24. Several years ago there was a significant amount of concern from the community regarding a 
renewed attempt to enforce placement of potted plants.  In an attempt to find a proper balance 
between architectural consistency, safety, and allowance of residents to express their personal 
landscaping wishes a small group was formed within the HAC.  The group gave thoughtful 
consideration to this effort and complied a 16 page document outlining use of potted plants.  
The Rules Committee decided to use that document as a foundation for inclusion in this Rules 
and Regulations update.  One of the original authors of the potted plant document was asked to 
synthesize the 16 pages into a more concise format.  That concise format is what was used by 
the Committee.  If this rule is not added, the use of potted plants remains severely restricted. 
The Site Authority specifically requested subparagraphs e., f. and g. be added to what the 
Committee had drafted.    

25. His rule is does not have new content and was significantly shortened by the Site Authority to 
exclude previous references to fines/assessments.  

26. This rule is a consolidation of several previous rules which refer to pool attire.  No new 
restrictions  are added in this rule.  A reference to proper attire being required while going to 
and from the pool was not included in the new draft. 

27. This is a rewording of an existing rule and clarifies when diapers are required.   
28. This rule does not add any new restrictions and clarifies the reason for the minimum age 

requirement. 



29. This is a revision to an existing rule which now allows food in the pool area, but kept at a 6 ft 
distance from the edge of the pool.  This was added because of the reality that the Hillcrest pool 
has a picnic table and grill inside the gated pool area.  

30. This was added by KWMF to prevent residents from sitting on “indoor” furniture while they are 
wet. 

31. This is a rewording of an existing rule which better defines the circumstances in which sound 
devices can be used.  The previous rule did not adequately address complaints from pool users.     

32. For safety reasons this rule was added at the request of KWMF 
33. This was added at the request of the Site Authority.  They may have meant to preclude “group” 

swimming lessons.  This should be clarified. 
34. This was suggested by the Site Authority 
35. This entire section is new and not included in the existing Rules and Regulations document.  

KWMF owns both Fitness Center facilities and provided these rules. 
36. KWMF owns this facility and provided these rule changes.  This section contains significant 

rewording and a further breakdown of the components of the Community Center building.  The 
proposed rules differentiate between the main Community Center room (with the pool table), 
the Event Room (with the kitchen), and the Study Rooms (enclosed with conference tables). 

37.  This entire section is new and not included in the existing Rules and Regulations document.  
KWMF leases the parcel for this amenity and owns the Tot Lot equipment.  The proposed rules 
were replicated from the sign posted at the entrance of the Tot Lot.  Slight modifications were 
made by KWMF to the sign verbiage. The Tot Lot is a defined amenity and is funded by all 
owners in the community.  As such, these rules apply to all residents in UGlen, including KWMF 
tenants. 

38. This entire section is new and not included in the existing Rules and Regulations document.  
With one exception, the verbiage was created by the Rules Committee. The Site Authority also 
added the rule that event specific event insurance may be required.  This was drafted before it 
was announced the Park is a public access facility so it may be important these rules be posted 
on a sign at the entrance to the Community Park.  The Park is a defined amenity and is funded 
by all owners in the community.  As such, these rules apply to all residents in UGlen, including 
KWMF tenants.  KWMF has reviewed these rules and had no comments.        

39. This entire section is new and not included in the existing Rules and Regulations document.  The 
text was drafted by the Garden Committee and approved by the Chair Person.  The Garden is a 
defined amenity and is funded by all owners in the community.  As such these rules apply to all 
residents in UGlen, including KWMF tenants.  KWMF has reviewed these rules and had no 
comments.     

40.  This entire section is new and not included in the existing Rules and Regulations document. This 
text was drafted several years ago by a Dog Park Committee when the Park was expanded to 
include both a large dog and small dog section.  At the time, the text was reviewed by the HAC, 
KWMF and the Site Authority and was placed on signs which are currently posted at the 
entrance to the Parks.  The verbiage was not approved by the Site Authority Board at the time. 
The Park is a defined amenity and is funded by all owners in the community.  As such, these 
rules apply to all residents in UGlen, including KWMF tenants.  The Parks are public access, so 
theoretically the rules also apply to any non residents  using the Park.    



41.   This entire section is new and not included in the existing Rules and Regulations document.  
The verbiage was created by the Rules Committee.  This section was drafted before it was 
announced the Park is a public access facility so it may be important these rules be posted on a 
sign at the entrance to the Community Park.  The Park is a defined amenity and is funded by all 
owners in the community.  As such, these rules apply to all residents in UGlen, including KWMF 
tenants.  The Court is a public access, so theoretically the rules also apply to any non residents  
using the Court.   KWMF and the SA reviewed these rules and had no suggestions. 

42. The court has a specially painted surface which is being damaged by the use of skateboards. 
43. Proper footwear improves safe playing and minimizes damage to court surface. 
44. Hanging from rims and nets will bend the rim and require early replacement. 
45. This is a new section which is the result of combining the previous Rules sections called 

“Parking” and “Proper Display of University Glen Permits”.  For your reference, the University 
Glen Parking Guidelines document will be provided separately.  The Guidelines document is 
attached at the end of this Word document comments section.  The form should have been 
signed by any new resident applying for a parking permit.   

46. The Site Authority has requested the policy on the University Glen Parking Guidelines document 
be changed from one Resident Parking Permit for each vehicle per legal occupant to two permits 
per household.  Permits are not required for cars parked in garages or driveways. 

47. Specific fine amounts were removed.  Otherwise the content is unchanged. 
48. The policy on the University Glen Parking Guidelines document was expanded to include 

“trailers in their garage or at least one vehicle on their driveway apron”.  This add flexibility to 
owners from  the existing policy which requests one vehicle in the garage only. 

49. New text provided by the Site Authority to allow temporary parking for RVs 
50. New text provided by the Site Authority which references existing CSUCI regulations and  State 

Codes which apply to traffic and parking.    

 

 

 






